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Abstract

In this paper we present a novel data structure, the Bayes tree, which exploits
the connections between graphical model inference and sparse linear algebra.
The proposed data structure provides a new perspective on an entire class of
simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) algorithms. Similar to a junction
tree, a Bayes tree encodes a factored probability density, but unlike the junction
tree it is directed and maps more naturally to the square root information matrix of
the SLAM problem. This makes it eminently suited to encode the sparse nature of
the problem, especially in a smoothing and mapping (SAM) context. The inherent
sparsity of SAM has already been exploited in the literature to produce efficient
solutions in both batch and online mapping. The graphical model perspective
allows us to develop a novel incremental algorithm that seamlessly incorporates
reordering and relinearization. This obviates the need for expensive periodic batch
operations from previous approaches, which negatively affect the performance
and detract from the intended online nature of the algorithm. The new method
is evaluated using simulated and real-world datasets in both landmark and pose
SLAM settings.
I. I NTRODUCTION
Simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) refers to the problem of localizing a
robot while simultaneously mapping its environment. The earliest and most popular SLAM
methods employ the extended Kalman filter (EKF) [35, 28] which recursively estimates
a Gaussian density over the current pose of the robot and the map. The computational
complexity of the EKF becomes intractable fairly quickly, and hence a large number of
efforts have focused on modifying and extending the filtering approach to cope with largerscale environments [10, 19, 31, 2, 39, 37, 7]. However, filtering itself has been shown to
be inconsistent when applied to the inherently non-linear SLAM problem [21]. Since this
is mainly due to linearization choices that cannot be undone in a filtering framework, there
has recently been considerable interest in the smoothing version of the SLAM problem
[7, 8, 24].
Smoothing and Mapping (SAM) is the problem of not just estimating the map and
robot’s most current pose, but also the entire robot trajectory up to the current time. This
problem is also referred to as the full SLAM problem by Thrun et al. [40]. Dellaert et

al. [7, 8, 26, 24] have shown how smoothing can be an efficient alternative to filteringbased methods, as in many cases keeping the trajectory around helps rather than hurts.
The matrices associated with smoothing are typically very sparse, as opposed to the dense
problems one obtains in filtering. Because of this sparsity, one can do much better than the
cubic complexity associated with factorizing a dense matrix [26].
Kaess et al. [23, 24] introduced incremental smoothing and mapping (iSAM), which
performs fast incremental updates of the square root information matrix, yet is able to
compute the full map and trajectory at any time. New measurements are added using
matrix update equations [18], so that previously calculated components of the square root
information matrix are reused. Updating of matrix factorizations is a well-known technique
in other areas, with applications in computer vision [25] and signal processing [29]. Golub
and Loan [18] present general methods for updating matrix factorizations based on [17, 16],
including the Givens rotation method used in iSAM.
However, incremental SAM suffers from two important drawbacks related to variable
reordering and relinearization. First, for trajectories with loops, Kaess et al. [23, 24] need
to perform periodic variable reordering to prevent unnecessary fill-in of the square root
information matrix that would otherwise slow down the algorithm. Second, in non-linear
problems such as SLAM the entire graph has to be periodically relinearized around the latest
estimate to prevent inconsistency. In practice reordering and relinearization are combined
in a periodic “batch reset” of incremental SAM which is expensive and detracts from the
intended online nature of the algorithm.
In this paper we propose a novel data structure, the Bayes tree, and a novel
incremental factorization method which allows for incremental reordering and justin-time relinearization. Taking a graphical model perspective of the SLAM problem offers
the possibility of creating more efficient methods to find the optimal map solution given
noisy sensor readings. Looking at SLAM in terms of graphs has a rich history [3] and
has especially lead to several novel and exciting developments in the past few years
[11, 14, 12, 13].
Our approach is based on viewing matrix factorization as eliminating a factor graph into
a Bayes net, which is the graphical model equivalent of the square root information matrix.
Performing marginalization and optimization in Bayes nets is not easy in general. However,
a Bayes net resulting from elimination/factorization is chordal, and it is well know that a
chordal Bayes net can be converted into a tree-structured graphical model in which these
operations are easy. The most well-known such data structure is the clique tree [34, 1], also
known as the junction tree in the AI literature [5], which has already been exploited for
distributed inference in SLAM [9, 31]. However, the new data structure we propose here,
the Bayes tree, is directed and corresponds more naturally to the result of factorization
in linear algebra. Exploiting this new data structure we propose an efficient algorithm for
incremental factorization in on-line mapping.
II. P ROBLEM S TATEMENT
We use a factor graph [27] to represent the SLAM problem in terms of graphical models.
Formally, a factor graph is a bipartite graph G = (F, Θ, E) with two node types: factor
nodes fi ∈ F and variable nodes θj ∈ Θ. Edges eij ∈ E are always between factor nodes
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Figure 1: Factor graph for a small SLAM example, where a robot located at successive
poses x1 , x2 , and x3 makes observations on landmarks l1 and l2 . In addition there is an
absolute measurement on the pose x1 .
and variables nodes. A factor graph G defines the factorization of a function f (Θ) as
Y
f (Θ) =
fi (Θi )
(1)
i

where Θi is the set of variables θj adjacent to the factor fi , and independence relationships
are encoded by the edges eij : each factor fi is a function of the variables in Θi . An example
is shown in Figure 1.
When assuming Gaussian process and measurement models, as is standard in the SLAM
literature [36, 4, 10], the factored objective function (1) we want to minimize corresponds
to the nonlinear least-squares criterion
log f (Θ) =

1X
khi (Θ) − zi k2
2 i

(2)

The individual factors correspond to (a) the motion model,
kgt (xt−1 , ut ) − xt k2Λt

(3)

where gt (.) is the process model at time t, corrupted by normally distributed zero-mean
process noise with covariance matrix Λt , and (b) the measurement model,
khtk (xt , ltk ) − ztk k2Σtk

(4)

where htk (.) is a measurement equation for measurement k at time t, corrupted by normally
∆
distributed zero-mean measurement noise with covariance Σtk . Above kek2Σ = eT Σ−1 e is
defined as the squared Mahalanobis distance given a covariance matrix Σ.
A crucial insight is that inference can be understood as converting the factor graph
to a Bayes net using the elimination algorithm. Variable elimination [1, 5] originated in
order to solve systems of linear equations, and was first applied in modern times by Gauss
in the early 1800s [15].
In factor graphs, elimination is done via a bipartite elimination game, as described by
Heggernes and Matstoms [20]. This can be understood as taking apart the factor graph and
transforming it into a Bayes net [33]. One proceeds by eliminating one variable at a time,
3

Figure 2: Bayes net resulting from eliminating the example factor graph in Figure 1 using
the elimination ordering l1 , l2 , x1 , x2 , x3 . Note the root is shaded darker.
Algorithm 1 Eliminating variable θj from the factor graph.
1) Remove from the factor graph all factors fi (Θi ) that are adjacent to θj . Define the
separator Sj as all variables involved in those factors, excluding
θj .
Q
2) Form the (unnormalized) joint density fjoint (θj , Sj ) = i fi (Θi ) as the product of
those factors.
3) Using the chain rule, factorize the joint density fjoint (θj , Sj ) = P (θj |Sj )fnew (Sj ).
Add the conditional P (θj |Sj ) to the Bayes net and the factor fnew (Sj ) back into the
factor graph.

and converting it into a node of the Bayes net, which is gradually built up. After eliminating
each variable, the reduced factor graph defines a density on the remaining variables. The
pseudo-code for eliminating a variable θj is given in Algorithm 1. After eliminating all
variables the Bayes net density is defined by the product of the conditionals produced at
each step:
Y
P (X) =
P (θj |Sj )
(5)
j

The result of this process for the example in Figure 1 is shown in Figure 2.
A. Equivalence of Inference in Factor Graphs and QR
In Gaussian factor graphs, elimination is equivalent to sparse QR factorization
of the measurement Jacobian. In practice one always considers a linearized version of
problem (2). If the process models fi and measurement equations hk are non-linear and a
good linearization point is not available, non-linear optimization methods such as GaussNewton iterations or the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm will solve a succession of linear
approximations to (2) in order to approach the minimum.
At each iteration of the non-linear solver, we linearize around a linearization point Θ0
to get a new, linear least-squares problem in X with the objective function
log f (X) =

1
kAX − bk2
2

4

(6)

where A ∈ Rm×n is the measurement Jacobian consisting of m measurement rows and X
is an n-dimensional tangent vector. The matrix A above is a sparse block-matrix, and its
graphical model counterpart is a Gaussian factor graph with exactly the same structure as
the non-linear factor graph. The probability density on X defined by this factor graph is
the normal distribution


1
2
− log f (X)
(7)
P (X) ∝ e
= exp − kAX − bk
2
In Gaussian factor graphs, the chain rule fjoint (xj , Sj ) = P (xj |Sj )fnew (Sj ) in step 3
of Algorithm 1 can be implemented using Householder reflections or a Gram-Schmidt
orthogonalization, in which case the entire elimination algorithm is equivalent to QR factorization of the entire measurement matrix A. To see this, note that the factor fjoint (xj , Sj )
for xj ∈ R defines a Gaussian density


1
2
(8)
fjoint (xj , Sj ) ∝ exp − kaxj + AS Sj − bkΣ
2
where the (dense but small) matrix Aj = [a|AS ] is obtained by concatenating the vectors of
partial derivatives of all factors connected to variable xj . The desired conditional P (xj |Sj )
is obtained by evaluating the joint (8) for a fixed value of Sj , yielding


1
2
(9)
P (xj |Sj ) ∝ exp − 2 (xj + rSj − d)
2σ
−1 −1 T
∆
∆
∆
with r = a† AS and d = a† b, where a† = aT Σ−1 a
Σ a is the pseudo-inverse of a, and
the inverse variance σ −2 = aT Σ−1 a. The new factor fnew (Sj ) is obtained by substituting
xj = d − rSj back into (8):


1
0
0 2
fnew (Sj ) = exp − kA Sj − b kΣ
(10)
2
∆

∆

where A0 = AS − ar and b0 = b − ad. The above is one step of Gram-Schmidt, interpreted
in terms of densities, and the sparse vector r and scalar d can be recognized as specifying a
single joint conditional density in the Bayes net, or alternatively a single row in the sparse
square root information matrix.
III. T HE BAYES T REE
The Bayes net resulting from elimination/factorization is chordal, and it can be converted
into a tree-structured graphical model in which optimization and marginalization are easy.
In this paper we introduce a new data structure, the Bayes tree, to better capture the
equivalence with linear algebra and enable new algorithms in recursive estimation. A Bayes
tree is a directed tree where the nodes represent cliques Ck of the underlying chordal Bayes
net. In this respect Bayes trees are similar to clique trees, but a Bayes tree is directed and is
closer to a Bayes net in the way it encodes a factored probability density. In particular, we
define one conditional density P (Fk |Sk ) per node, with the separator Sk as the intersection
Ck ∩ Πk of the clique Ck and its parent clique Πk , and the frontal variables Fk as the
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x2 , x3

l1 , x1 : x2

l2 : x3

Figure 3: Bayes tree describing the clique structure in the Bayes net from Figure 2. A
Bayes tree is similar to a junction tree, but is better at capturing the formal equivalence
between sparse linear algebra and inference in graphical models.
Algorithm 2 Creating a Bayes tree from the Bayes net that was generated by eliminating
the factor graph.
For each conditional density P (θj |Sj ) of the Bayes net, in reverse elimination order:
If no parent (Si = {})
start a new root clique Fr
else
if frontal nodes of parent clique Fp is equal to Si of conditional
insert conditional into clique
else
start new clique
∆

remaining variables, i.e. Fk = Ck \ Sk . We write Ck = Fk : Sk . This leads to the following
expression for the joint density P (Θ) on the variables Θ defined by a Bayes tree,
Y
P (Fk |Sk )
(11)
P (Θ) =
k

where for the root Fr the separator is empty, i.e., it is a simple prior P (Fr ) on the root
variables.
Every chordal Bayes net can be transformed into a tree by discovering its cliques. Discovering cliques in chordal graphs is done using the maximum cardinality search algorithm
by Tarjan and Yannakakis [38], which proceeds in reverse elimination order to discover
cliques in the Bayes net. The algorithm for converting a Bayes net into a Bayes tree is
summarized in Algorithm 2 and the corresponding Bayes tree for the small SLAM example
in Figure 1 is shown in Figure 3.
IV. BAYES T REES FOR O NLINE M APPING
In this section we use the Bayes tree in a novel algorithm for optimizing a set of nonlinear
factors that grows over time, which is directly applicable to online mapping. We first present
an algorithm for the case of linear constraints, and show how the Bayes tree is updated with
those new factors. We then discuss how to perform relinearization where needed, a process
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Figure 4: Updating a Bayes tree with a new factor, based on the example in Figure 3.
(a) The affected part of the Bayes tree is highlighted for the case of adding a new factor
between x1 and x3 . Note that the right branch is not affected by the change. (b) The factor
graph generated from the affected part of the Bayes tree. (c) The chordal Bayes net resulting
from eliminating the factor graph. (d) The Bayes tree created from the chordal Bayes net,
with the unmodified right branch from (a) added back in.

that we call fluid relinearization. We present a combined algorithm for adding nonlinear
factors over time, while keeping the Bayes tree and the estimate up to date.
Incremental SAM The main technical idea is a new view of incremental factorization
in terms of graphical models. In particular, we will now store and compute the square root
information matrix R in the form of a Bayes tree T . Incremental factorization/inference
can be seen as converting the top part of the Bayes tree back to a factor graph, re-factoring
only that part, and re-constituting the Bayes tree. To understand why only the top part of
7

Algorithm 3 Updating the Bayes tree with new factors F 0 .
1) Remove top of Bayes tree and convert to a factor graph:
a) For each affected variable, remove the corresponding clique and all parents up
to the root.
b) Store orphaned sub-trees TO of removed cliques.
2) Add the new factors F 0 into the resulting factor graph
3) Re-order and eliminate the factor graph into a Bayes net (Algorithm 1), and reassemble into a new Bayes tree (Algorithm 2)
4) Insert the orphans back into the new Bayes tree.

the Bayes tree is affected, we discuss the case of adding a new measurement represented
by the factor f 0 (xj , xj 0 ) between two variables xj and xj 0 . A property of the Bayes tree
is that this will only affect the paths between those variables and the root. The sub-trees
below the cliques containing xj and xj 0 remain unaffected, as is any sub-tree of the root
not containing xj or xj 0 .
Figure 4 (a) shows that adding the new factor between x1 and x3 in the small SLAM
example from Figure 3 only affects the left branch of the tree. It is easy to convert the
affected part of the Bayes tree back to a factor graph, add the new constraint(s), re-order,
and re-eliminate. The unaffected sub-trees can then be reattached to the new Bayes tree.
Figure 4(a)-(d) shows how these steps are applied to the small SLAM example. The entire
process of updating the Bayes tree with a new factor is described by Algorithm 3.
Incremental Reordering Using the Bayes tree structure, reordering can be done at
every incremental update, eliminating the need for periodic batch reordering. This was not
understood in [24], because this is only obvious within the graphical model framework,
but not for matrices. In addition, by maintaining a Bayes tree data structure in an online
mapping framework, we inherit its beneficial properties in terms of marginalization and
optimization, which can both be done in an easy, recursive manner. Optimization starts
at the root and proceeds recursively through the children. Each clique that is visited is
solved by backsubstitution, based on the internal representation arising from incomplete
QR factorization.
Fluid Relinearization The idea behind just-in time or fluid relinearization is very similar
to incremental updates, and indeed we combine both components into one algorithm. We
can keep track of the validity of the linearization point for each variable, and only relinearize
when needed. This represents a departure from the conventional linearize/solve approach
that currently represents the state of the art, and can be viewed as a completely new
algorithm for non-linear optimization.
For incremental updates in the previous section we have removed the affected parts of the
Bayes tree, that were then updated, converted back to a Bayes tree, and combined with the
unmodified sub-trees of the original Bayes tree. For relinearization we can follow much the
same scheme. For a variable that is chosen to be relinearized, all relevant information has
to be removed from the Bayes tree. The original nonlinear factors are then recovered and
linearized at the new linearization point. Then we again follow the same path of updating
with new factors, converting back to a Bayes tree, and finally combining with the orphaned
8

Algorithm 4 Full online mapping algorithm with incremental variable reordering and fluid
relinearization.
Input / output: nonlinear factors F, Linearization point Θ, Bayes tree T , marked variables
J, update XJ
Initialization: F0 = ∅, Θ0 = ∅, T0 = ∅, J0 = ∅
Iterate whenever J 6= ∅ or new factors F 0 available:
1) Update linearization point for marked variables: ΘJ := ΘJ + XJ .
2) Add any new factors F := F ∪ F 0 .
3) Initialize any new variables Θnew and add Θ := Θ ∪ Θnew .
4) Also mark affected variables J 0 as invalid: J := J ∪ J 0 .
5) Remove top plus one layer of children (see text) of Bayes tree T according to J,
remembering orphaned sub-trees TO and removed conditionals Jremoved .
6) Find all nonlinear factors Fcore = {f ∈ F|var(f ) ⊆ Jremoved } that were removed
above.
7) Linearize those factors and add cached factors from orphan roots into Gaussian factor
graph: G = linearize(Fcore , Θ) + cached(T0 ).
8) Eliminate G and append orphans TO to create a new Bayes tree T according to
Algorithm 2.
9) Obtain X = solve(T , α) by back-substitution with threshold α.
10) Mark variables as invalid if XJ above threshold: J = {x ∈ X|x ≥ β}.

sub-trees.
Algorithm Summary The goal of our algorithm is to obtain an estimate Θ for the map
and trajectory, given a set of nonlinear constraints that expands over time, represented by
nonlinear factors F. New factors F 0 can arrive at any time and may add new variables
Θnew to the estimation problem. We take the most recent estimate Θ as linearization point
to solve a linearized system as subroutine in an iterative nonlinear optimization scheme.
The linearized system is represented by the Bayes tree T . The overall algorithm is shown
in Algorithm 4, and a more detailed explanation follows.
In step 1 we start by updating the linearization point for selected variables, which in the
first iteration will not perform any operation - we will revisit this point at the end. In step
2 we add the new factors F 0 to our existing and initially empty set of factors F, which lists
all nonlinear constraints we have encountered so far. Remembering the original factors F
allows selective relinearization later. In step 3 we initialize any new variables Θnew based
on the current linearization point, as predicted by the first measurement that is applied to
it. The initial estimates are then added to the current linearization point Θ. In step 4 we
mark any variables connected to the new factors as invalid. Some of the variables may
already have been marked as invalid in the previous iteration when the linearization point
has been updated.
In step 5 we remove the cliques corresponding to each invalidated variable J, including
the complete path to the root, which is the same operation as for the linear case in
Algorithm 3. However, this time we also remove each child clique of every removed clique,
as variables to be relinearized can also be part of the child clique (but not further down
9

the chain based on the definition of the clique tree). Overall this leads to the removal of
additional variables beyond the set J, and the full set of removed variables is summarized
in Jremoved . As in the linear update algorithm, we are left with a set of orphaned sub-trees
TO that are not affected by the changes and are remembered for later insertion back into
the modified tree.
In contrast to the linear update algorithm, we cannot reuse the conditional densities that
were removed from the Bayes tree, as they combine various factors, some of which are
invalidated because of a change in linearization point for one of the involved variables. But
how can we restart the elimination in the middle of the tree? From the original factorization
we can see that all factors that only involve variables Jremoved that have been removed must
have been eliminated inside the removed part. We call this set Fremoved , and it is recovered
from the nonlinear factors F in step 6. But what about other factors that contain not only
removed variables? These would have already been combined with other factors during the
elimination process within the children. A summary of these factors is passed into the core
part from the orphaned sub-trees. Those are the new factors fnew in Algorithm 1, that were
created when eliminating the last variable for each of the orphaned sub-trees. Basically,
if we were to re-eliminate all variables in the same order, those same factors would be
passed in again from each orphaned sub-tree. As the orphaned sub-trees are not affected
by our current changes, we can therefore simply cache those factors during elimination
and reuse them now. In step 7 those cached factors are combined with the linearized set
of core factors Fcore in a single Gaussian factor graph G that contains all the information
that was removed in step 5, but now relinearized and updated with the new factors.
In step 8 we create a Bayes tree from the Gaussian factor graph G that contains all
relinearized and new information, using Algorithm 2. The new variable ordering makes
sure that structural changes introduced by the new factors do not lead in larger clique sizes
than necessary. Or in other words, it avoids fill-in in the sparse square root information
matrix represented by the Bayes tree, but without recalculating the complete matrix as was
necessary in previous work. The untouched parts of the original Bayes tree, the orphaned
sub-trees TO get inserted back into the modified core of the Bayes tree. Note that they may
end up in different places than before, because the core was reorganized. The location to
insert an orphaned tree is easy to find, as it is given by the clique corresponding to the
separator variable of the orphaned tree that was eliminated first in the new ordering.
In step 9 we solve the linearized system represented by the Bayes tree in a recursive
fashion. Starting at the root, for which we have all information to recover the solution by
backsubstitution, we proceed recursively through all children. At each point we already
have a solution for the variables in the separator (parents). For large systems it can get
expensive to recover the complete solution. Also, local changes in one part of the map
typically only affect areas nearby, except for loop closings. We therefore stop propagation
into the children once the change in a clique falls below a threshold α.
Relinearizing all variables at each step would result in a batch algorithm, as the complete
system would have to be relinearized and re-eliminated. In step 10 we determine when
a change is significant enough to warrant a relinearization of the corresponding variable,
based on a threshold β. Note that the update X always specifies the deviation of the estimate
from the linearization point. Therefore undetected drifting over time is not possible, instead
the update will eventually reach the threshold and the linearization point is updated. The
10

Figure 5: Manhattan world simulated environment after optimization. Color coded with the
number of variables that are updated for every step along the trajectory. Green corresponds
to a low number of cliques, red to a high number.

actual change in linearization point is deferred to step 1 of the next iteration, so that the
returned Bayes tree T and linearization point Θ are always consistent. Therefore we can
always obtain a solution by adding the current update XJ to the linearization point Θ. We
can also obtain a full solution independent of thresholds by recovering a full update X,
albeit at a higher cost.
V. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
This section describes the experiments that validate the presented approach, first using a
synthetic dataset for which ground truth is available to evaluate the quality of the resulting
map, and then using two publicly available real datasets. We compared our estimation and
timing results with the state of the art incremental method in the literature [24] in order to
highlight the advantages of fluid relinearization and incremental reordering. We used the
column approximate minimum degree ordering (COLAMD) algorithm by Davis et al. [6].
The results are obtained with a C++ implementation running under Mac OS X on an Intel
Core 2 at 2.4 GHz.
We have evaluated our algorithm on the Manhattan world from [30], courtesy of E. Olson.
Using this simulated dataset, the quality of the estimated map is easy to appreciate, and,
since the ground truth is available, adequate metrics are used to analyze the quality of
the resulting map. We achieve the same final normalized chi-square value as the original
algorithm, but intermediate results are often better due to more frequent updating of the
linearization. Figure 5 shows the estimated trajectory for the simulated Manhattan world.
The trajectory is colorized by the number of variables that had to be recalculated at that
step, where green represents a small number of variables (order of 10), yellow a moderate
number, and red finally a large number (order of hundreds of variables).
11

Figure 6: The Victoria Park dataset color coded with the number of variables that are
updated for every step along the trajectory. Green corresponds to a low number of cliques,
red to a high number.

We also applied our Bayes tree algorithm to the Victoria Park dataset, an often used
benchmark SLAM dataset [24, 32] courtesy of E. Nebot and H. Durrant-Whyte. This dataset
includes about 6900 laser scans with the corresponding odometry readings. The laser scans
are processed to detect the trunks of the trees in the park, which are used as landmarks.
Figure 6 shows the final trajectory estimate together with the detected landmarks, again
using the same color coding for the number of variables that had to be recalculated in
each step. A relatively small portion of the trajectory is colorized in intense red, mainly
the part at the bottom where the vehicle closed loops multiple times, visiting the same
location up to eight times. We finally also present results for the Intel dataset, courtesy of
12
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Figure 7: Timing comparison between our new algorithm (red) and the original iSAM
algorithm (blue). The horizontal axis shows the step number, the vertical axis the time in
seconds. The top row shows results for the Manhattan world data, the center row for the
Victoria Park dataset and the bottom row for the Intel dataset. For each row, the same data
are shown in linear scale on the left and log scale on the right. The original iSAM algorithm
included a batch step every 100 iterations, which is clearly visible from the spikes.
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of eliminating periodic batch operations and performing fluid relinearization.
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Figure 9: Illustration of the proposed novel graph-based incremental SAM algorithm on
part of the Victoria Park data-set. The red nodes indicate which variables were affected by
new measurement constraints at each iteration, and represent the subset of the factor graph
that needs to be re-factorized. At times of loop closing (bottom center figure), larger parts
of the trajectory might have to be recalculated. The number of affected variables for the
complete dataset is shown by color coding in Figure 6.
D. Haehnel and D. Fox. This dataset was preprocessed by laser scan-matching, resulting
in a pose graph formulation without landmarks, including about 4000 poses.
In Figure 7, we compare timing for both datasets between our algorithm and an implementation of the original incremental SAM algorithm [24]. The results show that our fully
incremental algorithm does not suffer from the spikes caused by the batch relinearization
step. Our algorithm also performs better in terms of cumulative time for two out of the three
datasets, as shown in Figure 8, while providing the additional advantage of continuously
updating the linearization point of all variables with significant changes. Further insights
into the algorithm are provided by Figure 9, that shows the parts of the trajectory that are
updated for select frames at the beginning of the Victoria Park sequence.
VI. C ONCLUSION
We have presented a novel data structure, the Bayes tree, that provides new insights into
previous online mapping algorithms based on sparse linear algebra. The graphical model
perspective and insights in its detailed connection to linear algebra have lead us to a fully
incremental algorithm that performs incremental variable reordering just-in-time, as well
as selective relinearization. Our novel graph-based algorithm should also allow for better
insights into the recovery of marginal covariances, as we believe that simple recursive
algorithms in terms of the Bayes tree are formally equivalent to the dynamic programming
methods described in [22]. The graph based structure also provides a starting point for
exploiting parallelization that is becoming available in newer processors.
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